
NAME DESCRIPTION PRICE

1
CHIC PAPERBOARD     

2 PIECE CHOCOLATE 
BOX

Using only the finest quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate is tailor-made in 

small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 
flavours. Inside you will find a selection of milk, dark and 

white chocolates, including luscious pralines, velvety 
ganaches, buttery caramels and delicious infusions of 

exotic homegrown flavours such as tumeric, chilli, mango, 
bee’s honey, passion fruit, tea and coconut (the actual 

selection of flavours within each box may vary from those 
pictured here).

520

2
CHIC PAPERBOARD      

4 PIECE CHOCOLATE 
BOX

Using only the finest quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate is tailor-made in 

small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 
flavours. Inside you will find a selection of milk, dark and 

white chocolates, including luscious pralines, velvety 
ganaches, buttery caramels and delicious infusions of 

exotic homegrown flavours such as tumeric, chilli, mango, 
bee’s honey, passion fruit, tea and coconut (the actual 

selection of flavours within each box may vary from those 
pictured here).

1100

3
CHIC PAPERBOARD      

6 PIECE   CHOCOLATE 
BOX

Using only the finest quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate is tailor-made in 

small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 
flavours. Inside you will find a selection of milk, dark and 

white chocolates, including luscious pralines, velvety 
ganaches, buttery caramels and delicious infusions of 

exotic homegrown flavours such as tumeric, chilli, mango, 
bee’s honey, passion fruit, tea and coconut (the actual 

selection of flavours within each box may vary from those 
pictured here).

1580

4
CHIC PAPERBOARD      

8 PIECE  CHOCOLATE 
BOX

Using only the finest quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate is tailor-made in 

small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 
flavours. Inside you will find a selection of milk, dark and 

white chocolates, including luscious pralines, velvety 
ganaches, buttery caramels and delicious infusions of 

exotic homegrown flavours such as tumeric, chilli, mango, 
bee’s honey, passion fruit, tea and coconut (the actual 

selection of flavours within each box may vary from those 
pictured here).

2000

5
CHIC PAPERBOARD      

9 PIECE  CHOCOLATE 
BOX

Using only the finest quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate is tailor-made in 

small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 
flavours. Inside you will find a selection of milk, dark and 

white chocolates, including luscious pralines, velvety 
ganaches, buttery caramels and delicious infusions of 

exotic homegrown flavours such as tumeric, chilli, mango, 
bee’s honey, passion fruit, tea and coconut (the actual 

selection of flavours within each box may vary from those 
pictured here).

2280

6
CHIC PAPERBOARD    

12 PIECE CHOCOLATE 
BOX

Using only the finest quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate is tailor-made in 

small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 
flavours. Inside you will find a selection of milk, dark and 

white chocolates, including luscious pralines, velvety 
ganaches, buttery caramels and delicious infusions of 

exotic homegrown flavours such as tumeric, chilli, mango, 
bee’s honey, passion fruit, tea and coconut (the actual 

selection of flavours within each box may vary from those 
pictured here).

3000

7
CHIC PAPERBOARD     

16 PIECE CHOCOLATE 
BOX

Using only the finest quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate is tailor-made in 

small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 
flavours. Inside you will find a selection of milk, dark and 

white chocolates, including luscious pralines, velvety 
ganaches, buttery caramels and delicious infusions of 

exotic homegrown flavours such as tumeric, chilli, mango, 
bee’s honey, passion fruit, tea and coconut (the actual 

selection of flavours within each box may vary from those 
pictured here).

3860

8
CHIC PAPERBOARD     

24 PIECE CHOCOLATE 
BOX

Using only the finest quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate is tailor-made in 

small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 
flavours. Inside you will find a selection of milk, dark and 

white chocolates, including luscious pralines, velvety 
ganaches, buttery caramels and delicious infusions of 

exotic homegrown flavours such as tumeric, chilli, mango, 
bee’s honey, passion fruit, tea and coconut (the actual 

selection of flavours within each box may vary from those 
pictured here).

5940

9
CHIC PAPERBOARD    

30 PIECE CHOCOLATE 
BOX

Using only the finest quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate is tailor-made in 

small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 
flavours. Inside you will find a selection of milk, dark and 

white chocolates, including luscious pralines, velvety 
ganaches, buttery caramels and delicious infusions of 

exotic homegrown flavours such as tumeric, chilli, mango, 
bee’s honey, passion fruit, tea and coconut (the actual 

selection of flavours within each box may vary from those 
pictured here).

7450

10A
CLASSIC WOODEN                                       

12 PIECE CHOCOLATE 
BOX (GOLD)

Using only the finest quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate is tailor-made in 

small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 
flavours. Inside you will find a selection of milk, dark and 

white chocolates, including luscious pralines, velvety 
ganaches, buttery caramels and delicious infusions of 

exotic homegrown flavours such as tumeric, chilli, mango, 
bee’s honey, passion fruit, tea and coconut (the actual 

selection of flavours within each box may vary from those 
pictured here).

4700



10B
CLASSIC WOODEN                                       

12 PIECE CHOCOLATE 
BOX (SILVER)

Using only the finest quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate is tailor-made in 

small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 
flavours. Inside you will find a selection of milk, dark and 

white chocolates, including luscious pralines, velvety 
ganaches, buttery caramels and delicious infusions of 

exotic homegrown flavours such as tumeric, chilli, mango, 
bee’s honey, passion fruit, tea and coconut (the actual 

selection of flavours within each box may vary from those 
pictured here).

4700

11A
CLASSIC WOODEN                                       

15 PIECE CHOCOLATE 
BOX (GOLD)

Using only the finest quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate is tailor-made in 

small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 
flavours. Inside you will find a selection of milk, dark and 

white chocolates, including luscious pralines, velvety 
ganaches, buttery caramels and delicious infusions of 

exotic homegrown flavours such as tumeric, chilli, mango, 
bee’s honey, passion fruit, tea and coconut (the actual 

selection of flavours within each box may vary from those 
pictured here).

5800

11B
CLASSIC WOODEN                                       

15 PIECE CHOCOLATE 
BOX (SILVER)

Using only the finest quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate is tailor-made in 

small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 
flavours. Inside you will find a selection of milk, dark and 

white chocolates, including luscious pralines, velvety 
ganaches, buttery caramels and delicious infusions of 

exotic homegrown flavours such as tumeric, chilli, mango, 
bee’s honey, passion fruit, tea and coconut (the actual 

selection of flavours within each box may vary from those 
pictured here).

5800

12A
CLASSIC WOODEN                                       

25 PIECE CHOCOLATE 
BOX (GOLD)

Using only the finest quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate is tailor-made in 

small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 
flavours. Inside you will find a selection of milk, dark and 

white chocolates, including luscious pralines, velvety 
ganaches, buttery caramels and delicious infusions of 

exotic homegrown flavours such as tumeric, chilli, mango, 
bee’s honey, passion fruit, tea and coconut (the actual 

selection of flavours within each box may vary from those 
pictured here).

8600

12B
CLASSIC WOODEN                                       

25 PIECE CHOCOLATE 
BOX (SILVER)

Using only the finest quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate is tailor-made in 

small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 
flavours. Inside you will find a selection of milk, dark and 

white chocolates, including luscious pralines, velvety 
ganaches, buttery caramels and delicious infusions of 

exotic homegrown flavours such as tumeric, chilli, mango, 
bee’s honey, passion fruit, tea and coconut (the actual 

selection of flavours within each box may vary from those 
pictured here).

8600

13A
CLASSIC WOODEN                                       

45 PIECE CHOCOLATE 
BOX (GOLD)

Using only the finest quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate is tailor-made in 

small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 
flavours. Inside you will find a selection of milk, dark and 

white chocolates, including luscious pralines, velvety 
ganaches, buttery caramels and delicious infusions of 

exotic homegrown flavours such as tumeric, chilli, mango, 
bee’s honey, passion fruit, tea and coconut (the actual 

selection of flavours within each box may vary from those 
pictured here).

13900

13B
CLASSIC WOODEN                                       

45 PIECE CHOCOLATE 
BOX (SILVER)

Using only the finest quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate is tailor-made in 

small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 
flavours. Inside you will find a selection of milk, dark and 

white chocolates, including luscious pralines, velvety 
ganaches, buttery caramels and delicious infusions of 

exotic homegrown flavours such as tumeric, chilli, mango, 
bee’s honey, passion fruit, tea and coconut (the actual 

selection of flavours within each box may vary from those 
pictured here).

13900

14
TRUFFLES 8 PIECE 
CHIC PAPERBOARD 

BOX

Using only the best quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate truffle is tailor-
made in small, selective batches to retain its freshness 
and unique flavours. The flavours include passion fruit, 
black currant, strawberry, clove, orange and chocolate 

(the actual selection of flavours within each box may vary 
from those pictured here).

2000

15
TRUFFLES 16 PIECE 
CHIC PAPERBOARD 

BOX

Using only the best quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate truffle is tailor-
made in small, selective batches to retain its freshness 
and unique flavours. The flavours include passion fruit, 
black currant, strawberry, clove, orange and chocolate 

(the actual selection of flavours within each box may vary 
from those pictured here).

3860

16
TRUFFLES 24 PIECE 
CHIC PAPERBOARD 

BOX

Using only the best quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate truffle is tailor-
made in small, selective batches to retain its freshness 
and unique flavours. The flavours include passion fruit, 
black currant, strawberry, clove, orange and chocolate 

(the actual selection of flavours within each box may vary 
from those pictured here).

5940

17
TRUFFLES 25 PIECE 
CLASSIC WOODEN 
CHOCOLATE BOX

Using only the best quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate truffle is tailor-
made in small, selective batches to retain its freshness 
and unique flavours. The flavours include passion fruit, 
black currant, strawberry, clove, orange and chocolate 

(the actual selection of flavours within each box may vary 
from those pictured here).

8600

18
HEARTS                                    

16 PIECE CHIC 
PAPERBOARD BOX

Using only the best quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate (solid milk 

chocolate with rich creamy ganache) is tailor-made in 
small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 

flavours.

4500



19
CUDDLY BEARS                                    
16 PIECE CHIC 

PAPERBOARD BOX

Using only the best quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate (solid milk 

chocolate with rich creamy ganache) is tailor-made in 
small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 

flavours.

4500

20
CUDDLY BEARS                                    

15 PIECE CLASSIC 
WOODEN BOX

Using only the best quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate (solid milk 

chocolate with rich creamy ganache) is tailor-made in 
small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 

flavours.

6200

21

BUTTERFLIES 
COLOURS 

16 PIECE CHIC 
PAPERBOARD BOX

Using only the best quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate (solid white 

chocolate with rich creamy ganache) is tailor-made in 
small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 

flavours.

4500

22
BUTTERFLIES MIX

16 PIECE CHIC 
PAPERBOARD BOX

Using only the best quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate (solid milk 

chocolate with rich creamy ganache) is tailor-made in 
small, selective batches to retain its freshness and unique 

flavours.

4500

23
SEA SHELLS                                  
8 PIECE CHIC 

PAPERBOARD BOX

Using only the best quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate (marbled milk and 
white chocolate, filled with fresh dairy ganache) is tailor-
made in small, selective batches to retain its freshness 
and unique flavours. The actual selection of each sea 

shell within each box may vary from those pictured here.

2900

24
SEA SHELLS                                  

24 PIECE CHIC 
PAPERBOARD BOX

Using only the best quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, 
Gerard Mendis combines freshness and superior 

ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap and 
mellow creamy flavour. Each chocolate (marbled milk and 
white chocolate, filled with fresh dairy ganache) is tailor-
made in small, selective batches to retain its freshness 
and unique flavours. The actual selection of each sea 

shell within each box may vary from those pictured here.

6400

25 LEGOS 8 PIECE CHIC 
PAPERBOARD BOX

Choco-Lego building bricks made with premium white 
chocolate, covered by colored cocoa butter in Lego 
colors, ready to build and eat. Using only the best quality 
Belgian and Swiss chocolate, Gerard Mendis combines 
freshness and superior ingredients to give his chocolates 
its sheen, snap and mellow creamy flavour.

3200

26
EMOJI CHOCOLATES 

24 PIECE CHIC 
PAPERBOARD BOX

When words just aren’t enough, go with a gift of pure milk 
chocolate emojis. Our 24-piece Emoji Gift Box is filled with 

an assortment of your favorite emojis, handmade from 
the purest milk chocolate. A fun gift for all the chocolate 
lovers in your life who love using emojis to express their 
feelings. Using only the best quality Belgian and Swiss 

chocolate, Gerard Mendis combines freshness and 
superior ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap 

and mellow creamy flavour.  

7150

27 EMOJI 12 PIECE 
CLASSIC WOODEN BOX

Our delicious milk chocolate emoji chocolates are not only 
fun, they’re now yummy. A gift box of emoji chocolates, 
yet another way to delight chocoholics. Using only the 

best quality Belgian and Swiss chocolate, Gerard Mendis 
combines freshness and superior ingredients to give his 
chocolates its sheen, snap and mellow creamy flavour.

4900

28 CHOCOLATE GOLF 
BALLS 4-PACK

These  creamy and delicious chocolates golf balls consist 
of a rich ganache filling which is then dipped in milk 

chocolate. Using only the best quality Belgian and Swiss 
chocolate, Gerard Mendis combines freshness and 

superior ingredients to give his chocolates its sheen, snap 
and mellow creamy flavour.

3350

29
SWEET HAPPINESS             

8 PIECE KIDDIE 
CHOCOLATE BOX

Gerard Mendis created this chocolate gift box filled with 
the finest Belgian chocolate shaped into  colorful legos, 

racing cars, a roaring lion and more. It’s just for the 
kiddies but we guarantee it will bring a smile to 

everyone’s face.

2140

30
JUST FOR KIDS              
6 PIECE KIDDIE 

CHOCOLATE BOX

Want  to hear giggles? Hands clapping in glee? Lip 
smacking? All it takes is a Gerard Mendis chocolates gift 

box created just for kiddies. The gift box is filled with hand-
made premium Belgian chocolate shaped into toy cars, 

butterflies, a playful lion and more.

1560


